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Beira Mozambique
Our company is many shipowners in
Guangdong region first class booking
agent service providers for SPEED®
BEIRA MOZAMBIQUE, and adhere to
the principle of good faith, always put
the needs of customers.

Product Description

SPEED® Beira Mozambique
From the past few years, our firm absorbed and digested sophisticated technologies
equally at home and abroad. Meanwhile, our organization staffs a group of experts
devoted into the growth of Chinese Professional China Container Shipping Beira
Mozambique, We consider excellent as the foundation of our results. Thus, we focus on
the manufacture of your best high quality items. A strict excellent management system
has been created to make sure the standard of the items.
Chinese Professional China Logistics, Shipping Agent, Our tenet is "integrity first, quality
best". We've confidence in providing you with excellent service and ideal products. We
sincerely hope we can establish win-win business cooperation with you in the future!
Our company has strong professional, high quality, efficient team with advanced and
innovative operation concept.
At the same time for you to optimize the whole supply chain links, control your logistics
costs, improve your logistics efficiency.
There are 10 main berths in the port area, with a coastline length of 1670m and a
maximum water depth of 9.6m. The loading and unloading equipment includes various
electric cranes, movable cranes, container cranes, tugs and roll on / roll off facilities. The
maximum lifting capacity of the electric crane is 30 tons, that of the container crane is 40
tons, and the maximum power of the tugboat is 2300KW. In addition, there are two oil
tanker berths, the maximum allowable draft is about 9.4m, and the oil pipeline with
diameter of 250 ~ 550mm can be directly connected to the oil tank farm. The port area has
a cargo shed area of 33000 square meters, the open yard can store about 200000 tons of
ore, and the wharf has railway lines for direct loading and unloading.
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Our company is many shipowners in Guangdong region first class booking agent service
providers for SPEED® BEIRA MOZAMBIQUE, and adhere to the principle of good faith,
always put the needs of customers.

Co-owner: MSK, SEALAND(MCC), CHINA LINES, EMC, ONE LINE, APL, WHL, CMA,
MSC, KMTC, HPL, OOCL, ZIM, YML, HMM, etc.
And with a number of shipowners established a credit cooperation system.
The service network covers the whole south, East and North China.
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